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ABSTRACT
Giant clumps on ∼ kpc scales and with masses of 108 − 109 M are ubiquitous in
observed high-redshift disc galaxies. Recent simulations and observations with high
spatial resolution indicate the existence of substructure within these clumps. We per-
form high-resolution simulations of a massive galaxy to study the substructure for-
mation within the framework of gravitational disc instability. We focus on an isolated
and pure gas disk with an isothermal equation of state with T = 104 K that allows
capturing the effects of self-gravity and hydrodynamics robustly. The main mass of
the galaxy resides in rotationally supported clumps which grow by merging to a max-
imum clump mass of 108 M with diameter ∼ 120 pc for the dense gas. They group
to clump clusters (CCs) within relatively short times ( 50 Myr), which are present
over the whole simulation time. We identify several mass and size scales on which
the clusters appear as single objects at the corresponding observational resolution be-
tween ∼ 108 − 109 M. Most of the clusters emerge as dense groups and for larger
beams they are more likely to be open structures represented by a single object. In
the high resolution runs higher densities can be reached, and the initial structures can
collapse further and fragment to many clumps smaller than the initial Toomre length.
In our low resolution runs, the clumps directly form on larger scales 0.3− 1 kpc with
108 − 109 M. Here, the artificial pressure floor which is typically used to prevent
spurious fragmentation strongly influences the initial formation of clumps and their
properties at very low densities.
Key words: hydrodynamics – instabilities – methods: numerical – galaxies: evolution
– galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: structure.
1 Introduction
The challenging observations of the distant universe give us
the outstanding opportunity to study the galaxy evolution
at very early times. They reveal a diversity of galactic
systems with physical properties that are different than
in the local universe. At redshift z ∼ 2, gas-rich (Daddi
et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2013) galaxies with an irregular
morphology (Elmegreen et al. 2005) and high random
motions with an underlying coherent rotating disc (Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. 2009; Wisnioski et al. 2012) have been
found. The star formation rates are a factor of 10 to 100
times larger than in present-day Milky Way type galaxies
(Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2005; Genzel et al. 2011). A
key feature are ∼ kpc-sized, massive clumps of several
∼ 108 − 109 M with high star formation rate densities
? E-mail: mabe@mpe.mpg.de
containing relatively young stars of 10 Myrs to several 100
Myrs (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2011; Wuyts et al. 2013;
Zanella et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2018).
The origin of the giant clumps is well explained in the
framework of the gravitational disc instability. The observed
high gas densities and high random motions can lead to
kpc-sized growing perturbations and the discs fragment into
massive star-forming clumps if the Toomre Q parameter is
below a critical value Q < Qcrit (Genzel et al. 2008; Dekel,
Sari & Ceverino 2009a). With this approach, theoretical
models have been very successful in explaining or simulating
many observed properties. In general, cosmological zoom-in
simulations find typically a handful of giant clumps which
directly form on the mass and size scales which are observed
at kpc spatial resolution (Dekel, Sari & Ceverino 2009a;
Ceverino, Dekel & Bournaud 2010; Ceverino et al. 2012).
Here, the advantage is that the cosmological context can
be taken into account, e.g. infalling gas from the cosmic
c© 2018 The Authors
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Table 1. The main differences of the simulations.
Simulation Description ∆xmin
a NJ
b NP
c n0d LMinJeans
e NToomre
f
[pc] [cells] [cells] [cm−3] [pc] [cells]
MS Main simulation 2.9 19 7 4.5× 103 20.5 25-55
SR Lower resolution 5.9 4 4 3.4× 103 23.4 4-10
LR Low resolution 46.9 4 4 53 187.5 4-10
ULR Ultra low resolution 93.8 4 4 13 375 2-10
a The cell size at maximum resolution.
b The number of cells that resolve the Jeans length at all refinement levels except for the maximum resolution.
c The number of cells that represent the Jeans length at maximum resolution ensured by the artificial pressure floor.
d The critical density where the artificial pressure floor sets in.
e The smallest Jeans length that can be resolved.
e The number of cells that represent the initial Toomre length LToomre.
web. A complementary approach is to simulate a galaxy
in an isolated box. The advantages are the significant
higher resolution that can be reached (initially and finally)
and the well-defined conditions to reduce the complexity.
At higher resolution a rich substructure is found within
giant clumps (Ceverino et al. 2012; Bournaud et al. 2014;
Bournaud 2016; Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann 2016;
Oklopcˇic´ et al. 2017). Overall, two possible scenarios may
lead to the formation of giant clump sub-structure. In the
so-called “top-down” scenario, giant gravitationally bound
clumps may form directly and sub-fragment due to growing
perturbations on the sub-clump scale enabled by higher
resolution simulations. This picture may be supported
by cosmological simulations, but at present has not been
showcased in any study. In Oklopcˇic´ et al. (2017) they
find sub-fragmentation caused by stellar feedback which
leads to very short lived (∼ 20 Myr) giant clumps. In the
second scenario, many gravitationally bound clumps form
on smaller scales than the estimated initial growing Toomre
length (Benincasa et al. 2018). They later on conglom-
erate to clusters representing giant clumps with several
smaller clumps (“sub-structure”) (Behrendt, Burkert &
Schartmann 2015, 2016; Tamburello et al. 2017). These
clusters would appear homogeneous if observed at a typical
resolution of 1.6 kpc at z ∼ 2. These clump clusters have
been shown to have similar kinematic properties (Behrendt,
Burkert & Schartmann 2016) as observed for the giant
star forming clumps in Genzel et al. (2011). Which of
the two massive clump formation scenarios is reproduced
in nature is still unclear. The effect on clump properties
due to different observational resolution is evident in the
recent study of a strong gravitationally lensed massive
galaxy (M? ≈ 4 × 1010 M) “the cosmic snake” (Cava
et al. 2018) and the comparison to its counter image.
With the SFR ∼ 30 M yr−1 it is comparable to galaxies
on the main sequence at z ∼ 1 − 2. Furthermore, the
identified clump masses and sizes tend to correlate with the
different magnifications of the images, giving 107 M at
high magnification (∼ 30 pc resolution) and several 108 M
at low magnification (∼ 300 pc resolution). Currently,
for observations at z ∼ 2 the spatial resolution is limited
to ∼ 1 − 2 kpc. One hint for a possible substructure on
sub-kpc scales of a bright clump has been found in the
seminal work of Genzel et al. (2011), by studying the
clump gas kinematics of Hα and comparing the individual
velocity channel maps. Those galaxies have very high
gas fractions and much higher SFR ∼ 120− 290 M yr−1
corresponding to the upper range of mass and bolometric
luminosity of the z ∼ 2 star forming galaxies on the
main sequence (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2009). Another
possibility to study clump clustering are the extremely
rare local clumpy galaxies whose properties are similar to
those of high-redshift discs (Fisher et al. 2017), found in
a sub-sample of the DYNAMO-HST survey with massive
galaxies of M? ∼ 1 − 5 × 1010M, which correspond to
galaxies that dominated the cosmic SFR at z ∼ 1 − 3. In
their simulated high-redshift maps (taking blurring, surface
brightness dimming, and a sensitivity cut similar to high-z
observations with adaptive optics into account) the number
of clumps is significantly reduced to 1-4 clumps per galaxy
comparable to the amount of clumps detected in high-z
surveys (Genzel et al. 2011; Swinbank et al. 2012; Wisnioski
et al. 2012). The limited sensitivity may also restrict the
observations to more massive clumps within a galaxy as
was shown in Tamburello et al. (2017) by Hα mocks created
by radiative transfer postprocessing of a clumpy galaxy
simulation.
Besides the resolution effects on clump properties, an
important numerical issue is the so-called artificial pressure
floor (APF) in simulations. Typically, the Jeans length is
resolved by several elements to avoid spurious fragmenta-
tion of a collapsing clump (Truelove et al. 1997). At the
highest refinement level, this can be satisfied by using an
artificially induced pressure which is commonly used in
clumpy galaxy simulations (Robertson & Kravtsov 2008;
Dekel, Sari & Ceverino 2009b; Agertz et al. 2009; Teyssier,
Chapon & Bournaud 2010; Ceverino et al. 2012; Bournaud
et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2016; Hopkins et al. 2017). The effect
on the number of clumps by varying the APF at the same
resolution has been studied in Ceverino, Dekel & Bournaud
(2010). They suggested to investigate its influence on clump
properties also for simulations better than 10 pc maximum
resolution.
To understand the two fragmentation scenarios from
top-down and bottom-up and the clump clustering better
we complement the previous studies in this article. Section
2 gives an overview of the used simulation methods and the
different runs. Section 3 (i) analyses the fragmentation of
a Toomre unstable gas disc and gives the detailed clump
statistic over time by comparing between simulations of
< 100 pc and < 10 pc maximum resolution. (ii) Further-
more, we investigate the effect of the artificial pressure floor
on the clump properties. In the second part of the paper
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Figure 1. Radial dependence of the initial resolution in the mid-
plane of the axisymmetric disc for the different runs.
in Section 4 we investigate (iii) on which scales the clumps
appear as clusters (iv) and how their properties are related
to low and high beam smearing. In Section 5 we give the
summary and discussion of the findings.
2 Simulation Methods
2.1 Disc model
For the disc model, we use the same setup as in Behrendt,
Burkert & Schartmann (2015) which is initially in hydro-
static equilibrium in vertical direction and in centrifugal
equilibrium in radial direction. The main parameters were
chosen to resemble a massive high-redshift disc galaxy (Gen-
zel et al. 2011). The gas disc has an exponential surface
density profile with a total mass of Mdisc = 2.7 × 1010 M
with a maximum radius of Rdisc = 16 kpc and a scale-
length h = 5.26 kpc and is Toomre unstable within the
inner 10.5 kpc. The relatively large scale-length ensures the
unstable regime and the relatively large disc radius gives a
smoother transition of the low density part to the environ-
ment. The dark matter halo follows the Burkert (1995) den-
sity profile with a mass of MDM = 1.03×1011 M within the
disc radius and a scale length of rs = 4 kpc. Efficient cooling
is needed to form gravitationally bound clumps, ensured by
the isothermal equation of state (EoS), which keeps the tem-
perature at 104 K (mean molecular weight µ = 1) for the
initial setup and for higher densities that are not affected
by the artificial pressure floor (see Section 2.2.2). Here, it
represents the typical micro-turbulent pressure floor of the
interstellar medium (ISM) which cannot be resolved in our
simulations and keeps the initial conditions of the vertical
density distribution stable until the growing perturbations
begin to transform the disc locally. For the low resolution
simulations the temperature is deviating from 104K in the
inner parts due to the artificial pressure floor, see Section
2.2.2. The model does not include a stellar disc or a bulge
component (see Section 5).
Figure 2. Density dependence of the induced artificial pres-
sure floor (Section 2) expressed as the sound speed cs,J at
the maximum resolution for the different simulations (Table 1).
The minimum sound speed in the simulations corresponds to
∼ 10 km s−1 and applies for the initial mid-plane densities be-
tween 0.2− 93 cm−3 (orange line). The vertical dashed lines cor-
respond to the density thresholds used by the clump finder in
the different simulations (nH = 1, 10, 100 cm
−3 ). The different
symbols correspond to the typical central densities of the selected
clump-masses, defined in Section 3.2.2. We measure the maximum
density in each mass bin and average over the simulation time.
The grey shaded lines illustrate the relation between the clump
densities per mass bin for 108 M and 109 M, the resolution
and accordingly the artificial pressure floor.
2.2 Numerical setup
2.2.1 The high-resolution simulations
The simulations (Tab. 1) are performed with the hydrody-
namical AMR (adaptive mesh refinement) code RAMSES
(Teyssier 2002). The gas is self-gravitating and the ther-
modynamics are regulated by an isothermal EoS. The hy-
drodynamical equations are being solved by using the HLL
Riemann solver (Harten, Lax & van Leer 1983) and making
use of the MinMod slope limiter (Roe 1986). The galaxy is
centered in an isolated 48 kpc simulation box. The dark mat-
ter is added as a static external density field to the source
term of the Poisson solver. To avoid artificial fragmentation
in a gravitationally collapsing gas the Jeans length is typi-
cally required to be resolved by at least four cells NJ = 4
(Truelove et al. 1997) for all refinement levels. This refine-
ment strategy sets and limits the initial resolution which is
decreasing with radius (Figure 1), due to the density gra-
dient and the isothermal EoS of the galaxy. For the main
simulation MS with NJ = 19 we apply most of the anal-
ysis and compare it with runs using NJ = 4 which are
reaching a lower initial resolution (SR,LR,ULR). The sizes
of the first forming structures (rings) can be characterised
by the Toomre length (Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann
2015) and are therefore initially resolved in all runs (Ta-
ble 1) with several resolution elements. In the fragmented
discs the simulations reach in the densest regions (clumps)
a maximum resolution of ∆xmin = 2.9 pc for the main sim-
ulation (MS) (two times higher than in the previous work
Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann 2015). For the run SR,
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Figure 3. Surface density evolution of the discs of the different simulations. The images show the surface density log10(Σ) [M pc−2]
face-on view of the gas disc at times t = 100, 200, 400 and 600 Myr for the four rows. Each panel shows a 20 × 20 kpc2 map centered
on the disc. The different columns represent the four different simulations. The colors are limited to the range 1 − 103 M pc−2 while
densities of 106 M pc−2 are reached in the centre of some clumps (MS). The snapshot at 655 Myr of MS can be seen in Figure 16.
we reach ∆xmin = 5.9 pc. At the maximum refinement level
higher densities could collapse further when resolved with
less than 4 cells, as pressure gradients remain unresolved.
This could lead to numerical fragmentation. It is common
practice to ensure at least 4 cells (Truelove et al. 1997)
NP =
λJ
∆xmin
≥ 4, (1)
by introducing an artificial pressure floor (APF) which re-
sults in a constant minimum jeans length
λJ =
√
pic2s,J
Gρ
= constant, (2)
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Figure 4. Profiles of run MS (500 pc bins): (a) Average gas surface density profile of the initial disc (pale blue) and at t = 655 Myr
(purple). (b) Mass-weighted average rotation velocity of the gas.
Table 2. Definition of the surface density regimes.
Notation Σ Regimea
[M pc−2]
 total 1− 106 total considered density range
 H > 103 higher densities within the clumps
 C > 102 typical gas densities for the clumps
 A 10− 102 elongated, arm-like features
 L < 10 low density, inter-clump gas
a The notation corresponds to the evolved disc.
that can be resolved in the simulations (see Section 1). The
additional pressure can be expressed by the sound speed
c2s,J =
G
pi
N2P ∆x
2
min ρ, for cs,J ' 10 km s−1. (3)
The equation is dependent on the number of cells per Jeans
length NP, the simulation’s maximum resolution ∆xmin,
the density ρ in the computational cell and the gravi-
tational constant G (see Figure 2). Therefore, we obtain
with NP = 7 in run MS the minimum resolved length of
LMinJeans = 20.5 pc. Typically, NP = 4 is used in simula-
tions, comparable with run SR that has LMinJeans = 23.4 pc.
We call the minimum resolved length in the simulations the
effective resolution. The higher value for NP in the main
simulation ensures a very similar minimum resolved length
as in run SR which is reached in the collapsed regions, inside
the clumps. This allows us to identify possible resolution ef-
fects on the initial fragmentation due to their different Jeans
number NJ .
2.2.2 The low-resolution simulations
The initial resolution in run LR and ULR are already
reaching the maximum possible limit in the central part of
the galaxies (Figure 1). To ensure a resolved Jeans length
also there, the artificial pressure support is already in the
beginning effecting the setup in run LR for radii R=0-0.25
kpc and more strongly in run ULR between R=0-5 kpc
(see in Figure 2 the enhanced sound speed at the low
densities for the setup). In the fragmented disc a maximum
resolution of ∆xmin = 46.9 pc for LR and for the run ULR
A
C
L
H
Figure 5. The evolution of the disc mass fractions for the differ-
ent surface density regimes (for colors see Table 2) is very similar
for the runs MS (solid lines) and SR (dotted lines), only the
higher densities (black lines) are not reached by the runs LR and
ULR (dashed and dashed-dotted black lines). All runs show a
similar mass fraction for the clump areas (orange). The vertical
dashed black lines indicate the beginning and the end of the frag-
mentation process in the disc. The symbols illustrate the effects
of different beam-smearing at later times (see Section 4 ).
only ∆xmin = 93.8 pc can be reached. But, due to the
APF, the minimum structures that can be resolved are in
run LR limited to LMinJeans = 187.5 pc and for run ULR
to LMinJeans = 375 pc.
2.3 Clump definitions
We use two possibilities to measure the clump properties.
First, with the 3D density approach we compare the clump
characteristics between the different simulations. Second,
the surface density images of the galaxy allow to charac-
terise the clump clustering and to compare the identified
objects with observations.
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Figure 6. For run MS: Overview of the clump mass evolution (∆t ∼ 1.5 Myr) and their radial positions within the face-on disc. The
origin of the ∼ 107 M clumps in the ring-like structures as well as their fast merging to ∼ 108 M (within 50 Myr) is very well visible.
Larger masses are more prominent at small radii. The mass range shown is limited to the minimum of 5× 105 M. Clumps with masses
above > 108 M are indicated by larger symbol sizes.
2.3.1 3D density approach
The clumps are identified in the simulation on the fly
(Bleuler & Teyssier 2014; Bleuler et al. 2015) by consid-
ering gas densities above the threshold nH ≥ 100 cm−3 for
the runs MS and SR which are typical for molecular gas
and also potential sites for star formation (at much higher
densities). The clumps in the simulations with less resolu-
tion not only reach much lower maximum densities, but also
experience in general a shift towards lower densities which
makes a redefinition of the density threshold unavoidable
(see Section 3.2.3). The clumps are well represented by den-
sities nH ≥ 10 cm−3 in run LR and for run ULR for densities
nH ≥ 1 cm−3 and lead to a similar total mass. Similarly, the
density thresholds for the star formation are adapted in cos-
mological simulations in dependence on resolution. At first
the clump finder algorithm divides the density field by a wa-
tershed segmentation into regions (sub-structure) associated
to a certain density peak. Peaks with a low density contrast
to the background are merged to a neighbour through their
densest saddle point (noise removal). Finally, the left sub-
structure is recursively merged to form larger associated ob-
jects based on a threshold. We define the clump radius in
the xy-plane as
Rxy =
√
Axy
pi
=
√
∆x∆y
4
, (4)
where ∆x/2 and ∆y/2 are the maximal semi-axes in the
plane of the area
Axy =
pi ∆x∆y
4
. (5)
For the vertical size definition we take the average of the
maximal inferred radii in the xz- and yz-plane with
Rz =
Rxz +Ryz
2
=
1
2
(√
Axz
pi
+
√
Ayz
pi
)
=
1
4
(√
∆x∆z +
√
∆y∆z
)
. (6)
2.3.2 2D images
2D images are created by observing the surface density line-
of-sight and are spatially convolved by a Gaussian kernel of
different full width at half maximum (FWHHM = 0.1-2kpc).
For the identification of the clumps and clump clusters we
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Figure 7. Evolution of the identified clumps and their properties over time (∆t ∼ 1.5 Myr). The first row corresponds to the main
simulation MS and the second row to the run SR. (a), (d): The total mass within all clumps in black and the colored symbols represent
the total mass within each mass bin ]5 × 10i−1 − 5 × 10i] ( M). The total disc mass is illustrated by the dashed black line. (b), (e):
Evolution of the clump radii in the plane Rxy and for (c), (f) in vertical direction Rz.
apply the blob detection algorithm of the scikit-image li-
brary (van der Walt et al. 2014) with the Laplacian of Gaus-
sian approach on the beam smeared images in linear scale
(Section 4). It computes the Laplacian of Gaussian with suc-
cessively increasing the standard deviation and stacks them
up in a cube. The local maxima in the cube are the posi-
tions of the objects from where we estimate their FWHM
sizes DFWHM (geometrical mean) and masses MFWHM. After
every calculation step of a CC, its region is cut out from the
image to avoid double inspection of the mass which would
be rarely occurring. We continuously change the detection
threshold, for small convolutions we find a surface density
of Σ = 70 M pc−2 to avoid spurious detections and for
the largest beam smearing (BS) Σ = 25 M pc−2 to avoid
under-detections due to a decreased and flatter surface den-
sity.
3 Simulation results
In the following (Section 3.1), we compare the general prop-
erties of the different simulations and characterize in partic-
ular the main simulation MS (Table 1). The detailed clump
properties are analysed separately in Section 3.2.
3.1 General properties
3.1.1 Disc evolution
The gas disc in the main simulation MS (Figure 3, left
column) fragments into rings (> 50 Myr) from inside-out
in agreement with the local fastest growing wavelength,
often referred to as Toomre length (see Behrendt, Burk-
ert & Schartmann 2015). Later on, the individual ring-
like structures collapse under their self-gravity from kpc
scales to dense circular filaments where they subsequently
break-up into many bound clumps with diameters of around
dclump ∼ 100 pc for higher densities (see Section 3.2). Sev-
eral clumps begin to interact with each other or merge. The
disc naturally develops a clumpy and irregular morphology
and after ∼ 550 Myr the total disc has been fragmented. The
disc in the simulation with the lower initial resolution SR
develops a similar clumpiness while not all the rings fully
emerge compared to MS. In the low resolution simulations
LR and ULR we find marginally developing rings which
are not collapsing and the clumps are directly forming with
larger sizes. The APF operates for run ULR already initially
in the center of the galaxy and changes the initial setup af-
ter the first timestep. The consequence is a marginally sta-
ble condition which allows for non-axisymmetric instabili-
ties, and spiral-arm like features grow (see also Wang et al.
2010). The runs MS and SR have a lot of clumps which
are merging or grouping to clusters on several hundred pc
to kpc scales (Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann 2015). The
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Figure 8. Evolution of the identified clumps and their properties over time (∆t ∼ 1.5 Myr). The first row corresponds to the simulation
LR and the second row to the run ULR. (a), (d): The total mass within all clumps in black and the colored symbols represent the total
mass within each mass bin ]5× 10i−1 − 5× 10i] ( M). The total disc mass is illustrated by the dashed black line. (b), (e): Evolution of
the clump radii in the plane Rxy and for (c), (f) in vertical direction Rz.
cluster properties and their evolution will be described in
Section 4. After t = 655 Myr for MS, the surface density
(Figure 4a) still reflects on average the initial exponential
profile with local variations. Strong migration to the cen-
tre of the galaxy is not apparent, but local accumulation of
mass. Furthermore, the rotation curve (Figure 4b) keeps its
initial shape on average (mass weighted).
3.1.2 Mass redistribution
Despite the different evolution of the fragments at differ-
ent resolution, we find similarities for the total mass frac-
tion of the different structures in the galaxy. For the fol-
lowing analysis we distinguish between four surface density
regimes within the disc (see Table 2). The initially limited
surface density range is redistributed to values over several
orders of magnitudes Σ ∼ 100 − 106 M pc−2 at t = 655
Myr. Regime C defines densities which roughly describe
the clump areas with Σ > 102 M pc−2 and represents
the majority of the mass (76% for MS) for the evolved
disc (Figure 5) and in the beginning already for the cen-
tral disc region. At first the disc consists of lower densities
in the range Σ = 8 × 100 − 2 × 102 M pc−2 which in the
evolved disc characterises the gas surrounding the clumps
in the elongated, arm-like features (regime A) with a mass
fraction of 18%, since the main mass is with time transferred
to higher densities. The low density gas (regime L) with
Σ < 10 M pc−2 represents the smallest fraction of the mass
(2− 6%) and does not change significantly over time. In the
beginning it resides at the outer edge of the galaxy and in the
evolved disc it is also found between the main gravitation-
ally bound structures, distributed over the total disc, but
less common in the central region of the galaxy. After the
disc is fully fragmented (after ∼ 550 Myr), the mass frac-
tions of the different regimes are quasi-steady for the rest
of the simulation (Figure 5). Within the resolution study,
we find significantly lower mass fractions for the low resolu-
tion runs LR and ULR for the highest densities within the
clumps Σ > 103 M pc−2 (Regime H). All other regimes
show similar mass fractions for the full resolution study.
3.2 Clump statistics
3.2.1 General clump evolution of MS
The overall clump evolution of MS is shown in Figure 6 with
their radial positions in the disc and their individual masses
for timesteps ∆t ∼ 1.5 Myr. A large number of clumps frag-
ment in the dense circular filament-like structures (11 rings,
the outermost at ∼ 8 kpc). Their typical initial masses are
between ∼ 106−5×107 M. Very early they gravitationally
interact with structures formed further in and further out.
They are locally attracted by their next neighbours which
leads for half of the clumps within one ring to a movement
towards the galaxy centre and the other half towards larger
radii, by conserving the angular momentum. This oscillating
behaviour continuous and the clumps move steadily inwards
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Figure 9. The clump properties of the different runs relative to the main simulation MS for each mass bin at t=655 Myr. Several trends
from high to low resolution are present: (a) The mass is shifted towards more massive clumps and the low-mass clumps are suppressed
more and more. (b) The clump size is dramatically increasing for most clump masses, (c) the vertical height is getting larger too.
ULR
LR
SR
MS
Figure 10. Clump mass-radius relation for the different runs av-
eraged over the time 450-655 Myr. The data is represented by a
Kernel density estimation and illustrates the abundance of clumps
over the time range. The white color in each color-map corre-
sponds to the most frequent clumps and the red shading to run
MS, the purple to LR and the green to run ULR. Run SR is
represented by blue closed contour lines while a smaller circum-
ference corresponds to a higher abundance.
and outwards, which induces a strong mixing. Many merge
with each other, to e.g. 108 M within 50 Myr and only a
few above 109 M are visible on the map (mainly at small
disc radii). When following the path of the most massive
clumps over time, it can be seen that they are temporarily
present and some are losing material when crossing the path
of fast encounters (e.g. at Rdisc ∼ 4 kpc, ∼ 450 Myr) but
then again accumulating mass.
3.2.2 Detailed clump properties of MS
For the following analysis we consider the mass bins:
∼ 106 M ≡ ]5× 105 : 5× 106] M,
∼ 107 M ≡ ]5× 106 : 5× 107] M,
∼ 108 M ≡ ]5× 107 : 5× 108] M,
∼ 109 M ≡ ]5× 108 : 5× 109] M.
We recall (Figure 6) that the initial clumps which form
ULR
LR
MS
SR
lower limit
Figure 11. The average density and mass of the clumps between
450-655 Myr of the different runs are represented by a kernel
density estimation (colored shadings and contour lines as in Fig-
ure 10. The Jeans mass and their corresponding average densities
expected from the artificial pressure floor of the different simula-
tions are represented by the colored lines. The areas above and on
the left side of the individual lines are possible clump properties.
The grey line gives the lower limit for Jeans masses given by the
minimum sound speed cs ∼ 10 km s−1 and is only reached by the
smallest clumps in run MS.
within the rings have ∼ 106− 107M. The relatively steady
amount of clumps in the mass bin of 107 M is in balance
between newly forming ∼ 107 M clumps and merging to
∼ 108 M clumps. The more massive clumps form later since
it needs, e.g. 100 clumps with 107 M to merge to 109 M
but are more frequent in the central disc region due to a
larger volume filling-factor. All mass bins stay quasi-steady
after the disc is fully fragmented (> 550 Myr) and most of
the mass resides in clumps of ∼ 108 M with a total of
∼ 1010 M and are distributed over the whole disc (Figure
6). The clumps in the mass bin 106 M play with a total
mass ∼ 3 × 108 M only a minor role compared to the to-
tal mass of clumps above > 107 M. The clump masses are
related to different sizes, ranging between Rxy ' 20− 60 pc
(Figure 7b). The clumps have a disc-like shape and lie ini-
tially in the xy-plane and are well represented by the radius
definition in Section 2.3. Interactions between the clumps,
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Figure 12. The average mass weighted sound speed of the face-on discs for the run LR (left) and the run ULR (right) at 600 Myr
(see Figure 3 for the corresponding surface density plot). Very high sound speeds are present within the clump regimes, indicated by the
white contours at 100 M pc−2. The grey contours correspond to 10 M pc−2 and show the arm like features.
especially in the central disc region, lead to tilting with re-
spect to the equatorial plane which explains the slow de-
crease of the mean radius Rxy over time and the small in-
crease of the measured mean vertical sizes Rz (Figure.7c).
This is especially the case for the massive merger-products,
e.g. the tilted 109 M clumps, where the size definition does
not work anymore (measured in xy-plane of the galaxy) and
they appear with similar xy-sizes as the 108 M clumps.
The minimum thickness in the very center of the clumps is
given by the artificial pressure floor with Rz ∼ 10 pc which
is for the diameter equal to the given minimum Jeans length
(see Section 2, 3.2.6). This can be especially seen in the be-
ginning of the statistics for Rz. The diameters of the clumps
with 106 M are close to the minimum Jeans length (factor
∼ 1.7 difference), while the clumps with 107 M are larger
by a factor of ∼ 3 and the mergers with 108 M are even
∼ 5 times larger and therefore better resolved.
3.2.3 Comparison between the different runs
In this Section we compare the evolutionary clump prop-
erties between the different runs and the main simulation
(Table 1). In general, we find from high to low resolution
a strong shift towards lower densities, higher masses and
larger sizes (Figure 2, see clump-mass symbols). The clump
properties change systematically with the associated artifi-
cial pressure floor. Firstly, this is reflected in the maximum
densities that are reached on average in each clump. For ex-
ample, the typical maximum density in the 108 M clumps
is for MS more than three orders of magnitude higher than
for ULR. Secondly, the density threshold for the clump def-
inition does not capture all clumps anymore for the lower
resolution runs LR and ULR. Therefore, we chose the mini-
mum density by visual inspection of the dense clump regions.
With this definition the total mass of the clumps are in all
runs very similar and only by 6-13 percent lower than in
MS. This is in line with the mass estimation in Section 3.1.2,
see Figure 5. Overall, the clump statistics in this section de-
scribe the “high density” part of the clump regions. They are
closely surrounded by more gas with lower densities which
is ∼ 30 percent more in mass quantified by the surface den-
sity approach (see Figure 5). For the run SR (Figure 7, lower
panel) we find in general a very similar clump-mass distribu-
tion from beginning on and similar sizes despite that lower
densities are reached and the same density threshold for the
clump-finder as in run MS is used. The measured maxi-
mum heights are similar too, as the minimum Jeans length
due to the pressure floor is not deviating much. We find a
very small trend towards higher values since the clumps tend
to tilt on average more. The smaller the clump masses the
more they are suppressed, while for the 109 M mass bin a
very small trend to more mass is apparent (see also Figure
9a). When lowering the resolution (LR and ULR, Figure
8) the amount of clumps below 109 M are more and more
suppressed and their mass contributes less (Figure 9a). A
significant trend towards larger sizes and heights per mass
bin is apparent (Figure 9b, 9c). The maximum heights are
roughly increasing with the imposed minimum Jeans length
(Figure 9c) and the clumps tend to be tilted less than in the
higher resolution cases. Almost all clumps are larger than
the minimum Jeans length imposed by the pressure floor.
Only the 107 M clumps for LR are smaller than the mini-
mum Jeans length but are also almost not present anymore.
In summary we find that most of the mass resides in clumps
of 108 M (mergers) in the higher resolution runs and a shift
towards 109 M (no-mergers) for lower resolutions. The size
(in the xy-plane) of the clumps with 108 M increases up
to ∼ 6 times and for 109 M by a factor of ∼ 14 for lower
resolution.
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Figure 13. Examples of radial profiles of three typical clumps (t = 655 Myr) in the main simulation MS. The first row corresponds to
the clump V 1 with a mass of ∼ 2×108 M, the second row to V 2 with ∼ 2×107 M and the last row to clump V 3 with ∼ 4×106 M.
(a), (d), (g) show the density profile; (b), (e), (h) give the kinematic profiles of the rotational velocity vrot, the gradient of the thermal
pressure vp (Equation 9) , radial velocity vr and the sound speed cs; (c), (f) (i) show the ratio between the measured rotation and the
effective velocity dispersion (black line) and the orange line the ratio between the measured rotation and the minimum sound speed of
cs ∼ 10 km s−1.
3.2.4 Mass-radius relation
The relations between the clump masses and their radii for
all runs are shown in Figure 10 (average between 400− 655
Myr). The kernel density estimation gives us the abundance
of clumps with given mass-radius properties (Figure 10)
within the time range. For the higher resolution simula-
tions MS and SR we find the most abundant clumps at
around 107 M and we recall that most of the mass re-
sides in clumps with around 108 M. Furthermore, mostly
masses of 5× 108 M represent the 109 M mass bin. The
relation for simulation SR is slightly shifted towards smaller
sizes at the same mass and a larger density threshold for the
clump finder could compensate the effect. We recall that not
as high densities are reached than in run MS. For the lower
resolution runs LR and ULR the density shift is more visible
and the clump finding has been adapted to a smaller density
threshold. The smaller masses are completely absent and the
relation is for both runs shifted in parallel to each other. It
is apparent that the 108 M clumps are different when com-
paring the low and high resolution simulations. Clumps for
run LR are 3 times larger (Figure 9b) than in MS and a
factor 6 larger for ULR and are therefore correspondingly
much less dense.
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Figure 14. The comparison between the clump masses and their maximum rotation velocities at t=655 Myr. Their radial positions
within the disc are indicated by the color.
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Figure 15. (a) Fraction of each clump that fulfills the rotational support criterium RS > 1 (Equation 10). (b) Fraction of each clump
that is rotationally supported by at least 50 percent, defined by the criterium RS50% > 2 (Equation 11). (c) Shows how much of the clump
is dominated by the artificial pressure support over the pressure coming from the minimum temperature of the simulation (Equation 12).
3.2.5 Clump’s relation to the artificial pressure floor
In the previous sections we explored in general the influence
of the resolution on the clump properties. Here we investi-
gate the impact of the APF more directly on the clump mass
and density. If the Jeans mass corresponding to the APF is
similar to the clump’s mass, we can speak of a clump with
artificially given properties. In the simulation code the Jeans
length (Equation 2) is applied on quadratic cells. Therefore,
we define the Jeans mass as
MJ = λ
3
J < ρ >, (7)
which is 1.9 times larger than for the spherical case. Since the
Jeans length is given as a constant at the highest resolution
within the clump, we can write
MJ = (NP∆xmin)
3 < ρ > . (8)
The APF dominated clumps have then Mclump ≈MJ for the
average density < ρclump >≈< ρJ >, while Mclump < MJ is
suppressed. We take all identified clumps at every timestep
between 400-655 Myr (well fragmented disc) and calculate
their average density and total mass. The kernel density es-
timation gives us the abundance of the clump’s mass-density
properties (Figure 11) within the time range. The bulk of
the clumps (initial clumps in a ring) in simulation LR and
ULR are well described by the minimum Jeans mass-density
relation. The initial clumps in the main simulation MS and
in run SR do clearly not lie on the APF induced relation-
ship. Clumps above the lines are less influenced by the APF
and with distance to the relation are more and more rota-
tionally supported, which will be shown in the next Sections.
Another way to present the effect of the APF is the face-on
projection of the disc with the mass weighted sound speed
(Figure 12). The clumps of the runs LR and ULR show ex-
tremely high sound speeds between cs,J ' 20− 200 km s−1,
and their areas are larger for ULR than for LR.
3.2.6 Intrinsic clump profiles of MS
To understand the nature of the clumps even better it is
necessary to measure their intrinsic properties. We cut out
a region around each clump, 25 percent larger than defined
by the clump finder. The centre of mass defines the origin of
the clumps coordinate system. The velocities in the clump
rest frame are given by the local values in each cell sub-
tracted by the mass weighted clumps linear velocity x,y,z
components in the disc. For the radial profiles of different
properties the values are mass weighted and averaged within
3 pc radial bins.
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We selected three clumps as archetypes, corresponding to
the masses of ∼ 2 × 108 M (clump V1) which represent
most of the mass in the galaxy, ∼ 2 × 107 M (clump V2)
which belongs to the group with the most frequent clumps
and of ∼ 4×106 M (clump V3) which are mainly influenced
by the APF. In Figure 13 we provide their intrinsic radial
profiles. The volume densities show in general an exponential
decline. The rotational velocities show a typical profile for a
baryonic mass dominated rotationally supported exponen-
tial disc. The clumps maximum rotation is clearly related to
the clump mass with Mclump [M] ' 104×V 2rot,max [km s−1]
(Figure 14 ) with ranges between Vmax ∼ 10−200 km s−1. A
similar relationship follows from the circular speed of the ex-
ponential disc at the radius for the peak velocity (see Equa-
tion 2.165 in (Binney & Tremaine 2008), substituted by the
mass within Rh withMh = 2piΣ0R
2
h and the ratio y =
2.15Rh
2Rh
with the peak radius 2.15×Rh). The different clumps along
the mass-radius relation (Figure 10) are distributed over all
the disc (Figure 14) and significant deviations from the re-
lation (Figure 14) correspond to those clumps in the central
region of the galaxy and are caused by tilts to the disc plane
due to more frequent interactions as well as our definition
of the clump radius, measured in the xy-plane. The sound
speed peaks in the centre of the clump at highest density,
induced by the artificial pressure floor, and declines with ra-
dius. The radial velocity dispersion is in general not larger
than the sound speed. Both are calculated locally and then
azimuthally averaged (mass-weighted).
3.2.7 Rotational supported clumps
In the following we clarify the contributions of the clumps’
rotation, the minimum sound speed cs ∼ 10 km s−1 and
the artificial pressure floor to their internal dynamics by
analysing properties at the time step 655 Myr. For the anal-
ysis we assume that the clumps are in dynamical equilib-
rium, since their radial velocities are negligible compared to
their total rotational velocities (Figure 13 b, e, h). Then,
the circular velocity can be expressed by the rotational ve-
locity and the gradient of the thermal pressure (e.g. Binney
& Tremaine (2008), Equations 4.229, 4.230)
V 2circ = V
2
rot − r
ρ
∂(ρ c2s )
∂r
= V 2rot − V 2p . (9)
The clump is locally rotationally supported if the first term
of Equation 9 dominates the second term, which we refer to
as V 2p , expressed by the ratio
RS =
V 2rot
V 2p
> 1, (10)
while the pressure term is calculated numerically. For com-
pleteness, we plot the radial profiles of Vp in Figures 13b,
13e, 13h. The three examples (black line) in Figures 13c,
13f, 13i show the radial dependence of Equation 10. The
clumps are mainly supported by rotation. This is also true
for the rest of the clumps at this timestep (Figure 15a) where
we measure intrinsically what fraction of the clump radius
is dominated by the rotation term. For the clumps lying on
the tight M-R relation, RS dominates by at least 70% in the
inner region. While on the lower mass-end of the relation the
pressure plays an important role which can also be seen in
Figure 13h for clump V3. The left side of the relation lacks
on rotational signal due to their tilts to our measurement in
the xy-plane. With the above measurement we only identi-
fied if there is a rotational support. To understand better its
importance we measure how much of the clump is rotation-
ally supported by more than 50% (Equation 9), expressed
by the ratio
RS50 =
V 2rot
|V 2p | > 2. (11)
Figure 15b clearly illustrates that rotation dominates the
main clumps (> 107 M) by more than 70%. Now it is even
more visible that for the smaller clump masses the pressure
term plays a stronger role. Here, we have not distinguished
between the contribution of the artificial pressure floor or
the minimum temperature. To compare both contributions,
we ignore the artificial pressure floor (Figures 13c, 13f, 13i)
and calculate Equation 10 with only the contribution of the
minimum sound speed cs ∼ 10 km s−1 and call it RSTmin .
The rotational support in the central part of the clump ap-
pears now much higher and is outside towards larger radii
similar to the profile where the artificial pressure floor is
taken into account. This means that the hotter inner part
has a stronger contribution from the artificial pressure floor
and outside only the minimum sound speed plays a role. To
quantify the dominance of the artificial pressure floor over
the pressure due to the minimum temperature of the simu-
lation, we take the ratio between both of the RS parameter
(Figure 15c)
fRS =
RS
RSTmin
=
|V 2p,Tmin |
|V 2p | ≥ 0.9 (12)
The rotational term drops out and and only the two pres-
sure terms are compared while we have RSTmin ≥ RS (see
Figures 13c, 13f, 13i). This means that the artificial pres-
sure is dominating whenever fRS < 1 and for fRS = 1 the
minimum temperature is more important. We allow for a
small deviation of 10 percent and whenever fRS has val-
ues between 0.9 − 1 the clump is locally supported by the
pressure induced by the minimum temperature of the sim-
ulation. This is mainly the case for smaller clump masses
(Figure 15c) below < 107 M. With increasing mass more
and more of the clumps pressure gradient is dominated by
the artificial pressure floor, but plays a smaller role than
their rotational support (Figure 15b).
4 The hierarchical clustering of clumps
After the disc fragmentation to single clumps, they imme-
diately group to clump clusters (CCs) on different spatial
scales. In this section we identify these scales by using dif-
ferent beam-smearings (BS) and estimate the correspond-
ing masses and sizes of the CCs. As in Behrendt, Burkert
& Schartmann (2016), we interpolate the data on a uni-
form grid with pixel size 11.7 pc and incline the galaxy by
60 degrees. The surface density is observed along the line-
of-sight and is spatially convolved by a Gaussian kernel of
different full width at half maximum (FWHM = 100 pc -
2000 pc). Figure 16 shows the evolved disc (same snapshot
as in Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann (2016)) under dif-
ferent observed spatial resolutions, each compared to the
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FWHM = 500 pc
FWHM = 1000 pc
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FWHM = 2000 pc
Figure 16. LOS observations of the surface density (log10(Σ) [M pc−2]) of the inclined galaxy (60◦) at timestep 655 Myr (same as
in Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann 2016). Each panel shows a 22 x 12 kpc2 map centered on the disc. The left column is the original
image which can be compared with different beam smeared versions in the right column. The identified groups or CCs are marked with
a circle of the found structure size (FWHM).
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Figure 17. (a) The number of objects found by the blob finder dramatically decreases with the FWHM of the beam smearing (time
average between 450 - 655 Myr). The background colors correspond to the ranges of the identified clump cluster scales (see Table 3). (b)
Total mass of the identified objects over time for different FWHM of the beam smearing, compared to the total mass of the intrinsic
clumps of run MS (Section 3.2.2).
highly resolved simulation picture. For every considered con-
volution we overplot the image with circles to indicate the
positions and FWHM sizes of the detected structures (see
Figure 16 and for the size definition: Section 2.3.2). With
larger FWHM of the beam smearing kernel the amount of
visible clumps or clump clusters dramatically decreases (see
also Figure 17a) since they are represented by a few giant
objects on larger scales. The smooth relationship between
detected objects and BS is caused by several reasons. Firstly,
the CCs are not isolated entities, but in the convolution are
also neighboring clumps or CCs involved. Secondly, isolated
objects can disappear with larger BS due to a flat density
profile and do not contribute to the statistics. With BS the
mass is distributed over larger scales, expressed by lower
densities in the maps. This is visible in the shift of the mass-
fractions (see Figure 5) of the density-regimes defined in the
full resolution observation (Table 2). The highest density
regime H disappears with higher BS and the mass-fraction
for the defined clump region (> 102 M pc−2) is declining,
while the mass-fraction for the defined intermediate gas den-
sity (101−102 M pc−2), the arm-like features is increasing.
The total mass of the identified objects is for the evolved
disc ∼ 30 percent of the total disc mass for all BS (Figure
17b). This is ∼ 20 percent smaller than the clump mass
obtained from the RAMSES clump finder (3D density ap-
proach) in Section 3.2.2. If we increase the identified radius
from the line-of-sight (LOS) clump detection by 50 percent
we match the total mass of the intrinsic clumps. This means
that the BS did not lead to fully Gaussian profiles since the
FWHM should cover most of the clump mass within this
area.
4.1 Identification of characteristic CC scales
For each beam smeared map (in FWHM=100 pc steps) we
create mass and size histograms, compiled to the plots in
Figure 18. Each distribution is represented by a kernel den-
sity estimation (KDE) in log scale (using the Seaborn li-
brary Waskom et al. 2017) to make them better readable.
To adequately represent the finite data by the smoothing of
the KDE we find for the DFWHM distribution the Gaussian
kernel 0.014 dex and for the MFWHM distribution 0.0525
dex. The single timestep at 655 Myr (as shown in Figure
16) is compared with the time average for the evolved disc
(between 450-655 Myr, sampled every 15 Myrs). In general,
we find a continuous rise for the mass and radius with in-
creasing BS. The time averaged radius distributions have
small widths and are mainly single peaked for all measured
BS. The same peaks are visible in the single time step ex-
ample as well, but break up into multiple sub-peaks. The
mass distributions are much broader (∼ 1 dex) with differ-
ent features (single, double, triple peaked) that identify the
typical mass of a cluster. The peaks of the mass distribu-
tions for the single timestep example are mainly close to the
time average distributions but much more prominent. Fur-
thermore, for smaller BS of FWHM 100-300 pc we find a
smoother distribution for the time average, due to stronger
deviations of the identified objects between the timesteps,
but are still represented by the dominant peak for the time
average. The features of the mass profiles can be explained
as the following. With increasing BS more and more clumps
are sufficiently close together to appear as larger and sin-
gle objects. These groups appear as a bump in the mass
distribution which stays the same with stronger BS while
the size still increases. For an isolated group of clumps this
works very well, but in a galaxy the groups are surrounded
by more structures which leads to a small increase in mass.
Therefore, we can identify a typical mass for CCs which
stays quite similar in a certain range. These scales are dom-
inating in different BS-ranges (colored background) which
we highlight for the time-average data as guide lines in Fig-
ure 18 (summarized in Table 3). In the following we briefly
describe each range and transition:
A: Intrinsic clumps
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Table 3. Overview of the hierarchical properties of the identified clumps and clump cluster mass and size scales. Derived from data
between 450 - 670 Myrs. For range A we give only the identified clump masses and sizes at FWHM=100pc. Within the BS-ranges
B,C,D,E we take their average masses or sizes.
Name Definition Shading BS (FWHM) MFWHM DFWHM Detected Objects
a Description
Ranges [color] [pc] [M] [pc] [%]
A clumps green 100-200 ∼ 107 ∼ 125 60-100 intrinsic clumps
B smallest clusters yellow 200-700 ∼ 4.5× 107 ∼ 450 23-60 dense groups
C intermediate clusters blue 700-1800 ∼ 3.2× 108 ∼ 1500 5-23 mainly dense groups,
partly open CCs
D largest clusters red 1800-2000 ∼ 9× 108 ∼ 2000 5-6 dense groups
and open CCs
E central clusters (red) 1800-2000 ∼ 3.2× 109 ∼ 3200 dense grouping
(sub-sample of D)
a The relative percentage of each range to the number of clumps detected for a beam smearing of FWHM=100pc.
(a) (b)
Figure 18. The dependence of the mass (a) and size (b) number density distributions of the identified clumps and clump clusters on the
beam smearing in lin-log representation (y-axis: FWHM of the beam smearing kernel). The black shaded histograms correspond to the
single time step at 655 Myr and is overlayed with the average distributions between the time 450 - 655 Myr (cyan line). The dominant
number of clumps or clusters of the average distributions are highlighted by the white guidelines (A,B,C,D,E) and their identified ranges
with color in the background (see Table 3). The line-of-sight maps in Figure 16 are marked by the black crosses.
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Figure 19. (a) The mean and the median of the mass of detected clumps and CCs is constantly rising with increasing FWHM of
the beam smearing. (b) The linear relationship between the average and median size to the BS of detected clumps and CCs (blue and
pale blue). The red and orange line result from quadratically subtracting the FWHM of the beam. The background colors refer to the
identified cluster ranges (see Table 3). The vertical dashed black lines correspond to the line-of-sight maps in Figure 16.
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Figure 20. The relation between the mean and median mass
and size of the detected clumps and CCs. The red and orange
line result from quadratically subtracting the FWHM of the cor-
responding beam.
At the smallest BS we find mainly single clumps. The
estimated clump properties at a BS of FWHM = 100 pc are
close to the properties estimated from the intrinsic clump
finder (Section 3.2.2) for the average mass. We find agree-
ment for the most frequent clumps in the distribution with
< MFWHM > ' 107 M and the size < DFWHM >' 125 pc.
The first transition from single clumps to groups is within
the BS of 100 pc - 200 pc. The dominant peak is replaced
by a new one, indicated by the semi-transparent guidelines.
The identified fraction of objects decreases dramatically to
60 percent within this small increase of BS (Figure 17a).
B: Smallest clusters (FWHM 200-700 pc)
The smallest clusters dominate the distribution in this
range at an average mass of < MFWHM >' 4.5× 107 M
and an average size of < DFWHM >' 450 pc.The example
with FWHM=500 pc in Figure 16 shows how several
clumps appear as single objects in dense groups on these
scales and some of the remaining single and isolated clumps
disappear, because the BS reduces the peak density below
the detection threshold of the blob finder. With larger BS
another peak begins to form, representing the next larger
scale of typical clusters described in range C. The number
of identified objects decrease from 60 to 18 percent.
C: Intermediate clusters (FWHM 700-1800 pc)
These CCs are mainly present on average for
< MFWHM > ' 3.2× 108 M on the average scale
< DFWHM >' 1500 pc and are formed from groups of
the previous range (compare in Figure 16 the example
with FWHM=500 pc and FWHM=1000 pc). The small-
est isolated clusters are smeared to larger radii and are
disappearing within this range (flatter surface density),
especially at the galaxy edge. Groups with close partners
combine to become larger and more mass rich entities
(compare in Figure 16 the example with FWHM=1000 pc
and FWHM=1500 pc). Therefore, open clusters are also
representing the giant BS objects. The dominant CCs of the
following range D are already appearing (compare examples
FWHM=1000 pc with FWHM=1500 pc in Figure 16) and in
general represent the identified cluster scales in range C. A
small fraction of 18-6 percent for the identified objects is left.
D: Largest clusters (FWHM 1800-2000 pc)
On these scales the dominant CCs have on average
< MFWHM > ' 9× 108 M and an average size of
DFWHM ' 2000 pc. The clusters are the same and are
represented on larger scales. This behaviour continuous
with increasing BS (compare examples FWHM=1500 pc
and FWHM=2000 pc in Figure 16). Some of the previous
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clusters cannot be identified because of their very low
density contrast, again, mainly at larger disc radii. With
1.5 - 6 percent only a handful of objects can be identified.
E: Central clusters (FWHM 1800-2000 pc)
A peak at higher masses begins to evolve with MFWHM '
3.2 × 109M in the center of the galaxy together with the
peak described in range D, and typically consists of one
or two distinguishable clusters. Since they are very dense
groups, they are already present in the mass distributions
from a BS of FWHM = 500 pc on, but increase in mass.
4.2 Average CC properties correlation with beam
smearing
The average mass and diameter profiles of the CCs are
shown in Figure 19. Both have a strong relation to the
beam smearing and the hierarchical grouping of the clumps
is not visible. The positively skewed mass distributions are
expressed by the smaller median and the higher mean val-
ues. We find
< MFWHM > (M) ' (4× 105)× FWHM (pc). (13)
The CCs size DFWHM distributions are very symmetri-
cal, represented in the similar values for the mean and the
median. We find for their relation to BS
< DFWHM > (pc) ' (1.5− 2)× FWHM (pc). (14)
Both relations together give the correlation between
mass and sizes
< MFWHM > (M) ' (2− 2.67)× 105 ×DFWHM (pc)
(15)
If we correct for BS (quadratically subtract the correspond-
ing BS), the relation is
< DFWHM > (pc) ' (0.8− 1)× FWHM (pc). (16)
and leads to
< MFWHM > (M) ' (4− 5)× 105 ×DFWHM (pc). (17)
We find strong deviations from the relationship below a BS
of FWHM < 100 pc and above FWHM > 2 kpc.
5 Summary and Discussion
We simulated a massive gas disc with ∼ 3 × 1010 M,
Toomre unstable at different initial and maximum resolu-
tions (∼ 3 − 90pc). All runs initially resolve the Toomre
length by several resolution elements at all radii. Therefore,
we can test the top-down hypothesis that giant clumps form
directly on the Toomre scale and their sub-fragmentation
on smaller scales within the clumps due to high resolution.
Furthermore, we explore the relationship between the
artificial pressure floor (APF) and the clump properties
over time. Adding an APF is a numerical technique to
prevent artificial fragmentation at maximum resolution.
Finally, we investigate the clustering scales of the many
clumps in the high resolution run and their properties
related to the beam smearing between 0.1-2 kpc.
• Indication for a bottom-up scenario: The simula-
tions reveal significant differences concerning the clump
properties in the fragmented disc. The runs considered
for various maximum resolutions demonstrate that the
initial fragmentation process changes from a few giant
clumps of 108 − 109 M with a diameter of 0.6- 1 kpc
(∼ comparable to the initial Toomre length) to many and
much smaller and less massive clumps with ∼ 107 M
with a diameter of ∼ 100pc. A direct sub-fragmentation
of the larger clumps with increasing resolution is absent.
Instead, we see a transition from a direct formation of
large clumps in the low resolution run to fully developing
rings, which can further collapse until they fragment on
much smaller scales than the initial Toomre length in the
high resolution simulation. We find no strong relationship
to the initial Toomre length in the evolved disc anymore.
For this comparison study it is important to keep the
minimum temperature the same at all times. It represents a
minimum micro-turbulent pressure floor of the ISM which
cannot be resolved in our simulations. Observations imply
that the galaxies evolve with a Toomre parameter Q ' 1
over cosmic time but can lie above or below this value
within the uncertainties (Wisnioski et al. 2015). We focus
on the case of axisymmetric instabilities that arise for
Q < Qcrit ' 0.7, but are close to Qcrit. The parameter-space
in close proximity of the marginally stable case has to be
explored further, e.g. for higher temperatures or small scale
turbulence, to proof the bottom-up scenario and exclude
the direct formation of clumps as large as the observed ones.
• Main cause for the different outcome between the
runs: In general, we find that the high resolution runs
can reach very high densities before the APF sets in (for
MS : nH ≥ 5 × 103 cm−3 , for SR : nH ≥ 2 × 103 cm−3),
which allows for further collapse and fragmentation into
clumps on much smaller scales than the initial Toomre
length. For the low resolution runs the APF already acts
at very low densities preventing from further collapse
(for LR : nH ≥ 53 cm−3, for ULR : nH ≥ 13 cm−3).
Furthermore, all clumps exhibit a hot core which is lower
for smaller and higher for more massive ones and ranges
between cs ∼ 30−250 km s−1. The APF sets in all runs the
minimum thickness of the clumps. The APF has a different
effect between the low and high resolution runs. The initial
clumps for the main simulation MS show less influence by
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the APF and are rotationally supported, even more the
higher mass mergers. Smaller clumps are still supported by
rotation but tend to be more influenced by the APF and/or
the lower limit of cs ∼ 10 km s−1. The initial clumps are
three times larger than the minimum resolved Jeans length
and the massive mergers 6 times. The initial clumps in the
low resolution runs LR and ULR have a Jeans mass and an
average density given by the APF and are only around 1.6
times larger than the minimum Jeans length. We conclude
that these runs produce artificially given clumps that are
in this case coincidental at mass scales similar to observed
giant clumps at ∼kpc spatial resolution. Rotation might
also play a role for the more massive mergers, which show
lesser influence by the APF.
• General clump properties: For the high-resolution runs
the initial clumps merge within < 50 Myr to ∼ 108 M with
a diameter of ∼ 120 pc and are dominating the main clump
mass. For all runs, typically 50 percent of the disc mass
is within high densities and 30 percent in lower densities
which directly surround the clumps. The definition of high
and low densities is changing for the different runs. For the
higher resolutions (MS, SR) the clumps are well defined
above the densities nH ≥ 100 cm−3 and are shifted for
run LR to nH ≥ 10 cm−3 and for ULR to nH ≥ 1 cm−3.
The simulations from high to lower resolution experience
shifts for several clump properties. The main mass of many
clumps is transferred to much less clumps with 109 M and
smaller clumps are suppressed in LR and ULR. E. g. the
size of the 108 M clumps is 3 times larger (diameter ∼
360 pc) in run LR and 6 times larger (diameter ∼ 720 pc)
in ULR compared to the high resolution simulation MS.
Also here, the clumps are closely surrounded by even lower
densities with 30 percent of the disc mass. The properties
we find for the runs LR or ULR are consistent in mass and
size with clumpy galaxy simulations from various studies
with a similar resolution and pressure floor.
• Hierarchical scales of clump clusters: At higher
resolution, the vast number of clumps build larger groups
from bottom-up within relatively short times  50 Myr
and over all the evolutionary time of 670 Myr. We identify
clump clusters on several mass scales by spatially convolving
the densities with a Gaussian between 100-2000 pc. The
clusters appear in the mass distributions as single peaks
with almost 1 dex difference for each beam smearing level
if the bin sizes of the histograms are small enough. In our
case, they describe the transition between the different
cluster scales. Single clumps can only be identified with
observations with spatial resolutions of at most 100 pc.
This finding is equivalent to Tamburello et al. (2017)
(from Hα mocks). The smallest CCs appear in dense
groups on scales with a diameter of DFWHM ' 450 pc
and a mass of MFWHM ' 4.5× 107 M. Furthermore,
we find dense groups on the scale, DFWHM ' 1.5 kpc
with a mass of MFWHM ' 3.2× 108 M. On the next
scale we identify more and more open clusters, which
do not necessarily have a strong gravitational connec-
tion. They have on average DFWHM ' 2.5 kpc and a
mass of MFWHM ' 9× 108 M. The strong relation-
ship to the beam smearing can be described on average
by < MFWHM > (M) ' (4× 105)× FWHM (pc). and
< DFWHM > (pc) ' (0.8− 1)× FWHM (pc) (resolution
quadratically subtracted). The masses and sizes of the
identified objects depend on the definition. Here, the
convolution does not lead to perfect Gaussian profiles and
the full mass for the FWHM is not captured. By increasing
the measured sizes by 50 percent, we fully represent the
total mass of the high density clumps (50 percent of the
disc mass). In Fisher et al. (2017) the clump sizes are
larger than the kernel of the convolved beam. In our case
the sizes are larger on average for small beam smearing
and with increasing convolution kernel smaller (resolution
quadratically subtracted). It is difficult to compare the
exact measured properties with observations. E.g. the
high densities we take into account are shielded in Hα
observations. By considering a cut of the peak densities
in the simulations leads to a larger FWHM of the clumps
and consequently to a larger mass. Therefore, we refer here
mainly to the similar trend of the clump clustering of the
stars with observational resolution in the observations of
Cava et al. (2018).
With larger BS more and more massive clumps appear
at the center of the galaxy while the isolated clusters at
larger radii disappear in the environment. The clusters
at FWHM=500 pc show similarities in mass and size to
the low resolution runs (LR, ULR), but are much more
numerous for the high resolution. Therefore, high and low
resolution simulations are also in this case not directly
comparable.
• Final remarks and outlook: For the presented bottom-
up scenario, simulations with different galaxy properties
have to be performed to explore the relationship to the
clump clusters better and the convergence of the clump
properties with resolution needs to be explored further.
Overall, it is very useful to provide the effective resolution,
since it is the minimum Jeans length that is resolved in a
simulation and gives already information about the smallest
possible structures. The maximum resolution alone is not
sufficient enough to quantify how well clumps are resolved.
The ring formation is predicted by the Toomre instability
theory for axisymmetric conditions. In a disc with initially
more local variations (as e.g. expected in a galaxy that is fed
from outside) in density or velocity the rings may not fully
develop, but we think that this is not affecting the main re-
sults in this study, namely that the resolution and artificial
pressure floor are relevant to reach higher densities and al-
low for many structures on the sub-Toomre scale. Moreover,
it should be further explored if reducing the APF with the
cost of artificial fragmentation is more helpful in certain cir-
cumstances than producing inflated clumps.
The simulated model resembles galaxies, where the gas dom-
inates the hydrodynamics and local gravity over the stars.
Therefore, the lack of a stellar disc negligibly affects the
fragmentation process we study if it is represented in the
effective background potential as in our case. Nevertheless,
the components of the galactic disc and a live dark matter
halo can influence the dynamical friction and hence increase
the migration of clumps to the centre where they can con-
tribute to a stellar bulge component. The observed high-z
galaxies typically have a bulge component, while bulge-less
cases also exist. This causes a deeper potential well in the
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centre leading to additional rotation, which would have a
stabilizing effect together with less fragmentation for the
innermost fraction of the simulated galaxy and therefore,
does not change the main findings. A follow-up paper will
investigate the changes caused by star formation and stel-
lar feedback. Interestingly, the isolated galaxy simulations in
Ceverino et al. (2012) with an initial stellar disc component,
stellar feedback and in Bournaud (2016) with added radia-
tion pressure show visually similarities to our simulations.
Furthermore, sophisticated comparisons with observations
are necessary e.g. by using radiative transfer and by taking
into account the sensitivity limit of the instruments (Cava
et al. 2018; Fisher et al. 2017; Tamburello et al. 2017). The
next generation of large telescopes like the Extremely-Large-
Telescope (ELT) will have better resolutions than 100 pc
and will hence allow to identify individual clumps and to
proof the concept of hierarchical clustering. A part of the
hierarchy can be investigated already by a spatial resolution
better than 1 kpc.
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